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➢ In terms of defining who they sell to, about half of panelists have businesses that cater mainly to 

“customers,” followed by just under a third who focus on “clients.”  (Page 3)

➢ Going after new customers is the #1 priority for 2022 marketing efforts, with retaining current 

customers a close secondary focus. (Page 3)

➢ Most SMB panelists took one or more actions to maximize/retain their existing customer base. 

Social media, review solicitation, email blasts, newsletters and thank you notes/gifts were the 

most popular tactics used in 2021. (Page 4)

➢ Only about one in five SMB panelists currently have a loyalty/rewards program at their 

company. (Page 5)

Among those with a loyalty/rewards program in place: 

➢ The majority say programs have been in place for more than 5 years, and nearly all are free; only 

a minor share (7% ) charge a fee for membership. (Page 5)

➢ Most programs are open to anyone, with no specific criteria for joining. Unique identifiers like 

email, phone number or loyalty number are popular administration techniques. (Page 6)  

➢ About half of panelists who have loyalty programs in place reward members for spending more. 

One in four have frequency-based rewards. And, special/excusive offers/discounts is by far the 

most utilized reward tactic among SMB survey takers. (Page 7)

➢ The most common ways to recruit new loyalty program members include telling them at point 

of purchase, promoting it on a website/social media/via e-mail and word of mouth. A majority 

devote less than 5 hours a month to managing it. (Page 8)

➢ Programs are seen to perform very well in terms of increasing customer satisfaction and 

reducing churn. Plus, these programs have increased revenue/sales for two out of three (64% 

of) program administrators. Growing membership is the top challenge. (Page 9)

Among those without a program in place: 

➢ Most panelists who do NOT currently have a loyalty program have never had one. Some key 

obstacles include not having the staff/bandwidth to manage it, concern about the cost 

outweighing the benefits and not knowing how to set it up. (Page 10)  

➢ While half of panelists that do not have a rewards program currently, are NOT interested in one, 

the other half have some interest in exploring options in the next 3 years. (Page 11) 

Highlights

April 2022 Panel Survey: Loyalty Programs
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Donors

Patrons

Attendees

Members

Students/ Parents

Guests

Patients

Clients

Customers

About half of panelists have businesses that cater mainly to “customers,” followed by 27% 
who focus on “clients.”  Going after new customers is the #1 priority for 2022 marketing 
efforts, with retaining current customers a close secondary focus.

RETAINING CURRENT AND ACQUIRING 
NEW CUSTOMERS ARE BOTH KEY TO SMBs

Q. First, which ONE term best describes your company's PRIMARY customer?

3Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Other mentions
“Contractors.”
“Government or Private Owners.”
“Businesses.”
“Homeowners.”
“Property owners with trees.”

Maximizing/retaining current 
[clients/customers]

31%

Acquiring new 
[clients/customers]

37%

Reengaging former [clients/customers]
11%

General focus
20%

Q. About what percent of your marketing efforts in 2022 will be focused on each of the following… ?
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Most SMB panelists took one or more actions to maximize their current customer base. 
Social media, review solicitation, email blasts, newsletters and thank you notes/gifts were 
the most popular tactics used in 2021.

Q. Which of the following did your company do or use in 2021 to maximize or retain CURRENT [customers/ 
clients/etc.]?

SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY WAS THE TOP 
CUSTOMER RETENTION TOOL IN 2021

4

5%

5%

8%

11%

14%

15%

19%

23%

23%

24%

27%

28%

28%

32%

38%

41%

41%

42%

66%

Other (please specify)

Used an NPS (Net Promoter Score) or VOC (Voice of
Customer) program

We didn't do anything specifically to maximize or retain
current [customers/clients]

Sent gifts or cards to VIPs

Maintained or created a loyalty or rewards program

Rewared or incentivized [customers/clients] for referrals

Held giveaways, contests or drawings

Used a CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
software

Posted in online discussion boards, comment threads, or
forums

Used direct messaging or chat programs to engage
[customers/clients]

Provided educational resources

Invited [customers/clients] to events

Gathered data on [customers/clients]

Asked for feedback directly or through surveys

Sent [customers/clients] thank you notes/gifts

Sent newsletters via email or postal mail

Emailed a targeted list of current [customers/clients]

Solicited or encouraged reviews from [customers/clients]

Updated social media pages regularly to keep
[customers/clients] informed of business changes

Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Other mentions:
“’Met with customers F2F.”
“Service Clinic and hired 2nd 
technology trainer.”
“Weekly Radio Show.”
“Podcasts.”
“Owners visited customer at 
their homes during installation.”
“Sponsor Public radio.”
“Sponsored events.”
“Radio Awareness.”
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12%

29%
24%

33%

2%

Less than 1 year1 to 5 years6 to 10 years10+ yearsDont know

Only about one in five (22% of) SMB panelists currently have a loyalty/rewards program at 
their company. A majority (57%) have had the program in place for more than 5 years, and 
nearly all are free; only 7% charge a fee for membership.

Q. Does your company have a loyalty, rewards, or engagement program?

ONLY 22% HAVE FORMAL LOYALTY PROGRAM

5

Q. How long has your company's loyalty, rewards, or engagement program been in place?

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

22%

78%

1%

Yes No Dont know

Free membership
93%

Paid 
membership

7%

Q. How much do you charge for 
participation in the loyalty, rewards, or 
engagement program?

Only 2 respondents provided an 
amount charged for a paid 
loyalty/membership program – one 
was $25, one was $229
(Annual frequency of charge)

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

Q. Is your loyalty, rewards, or engagement program free or paid?

57%
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A few panelists qualify loyalty members based on amount spent, type of products/services 
they use or length of customer relationship. Email, phone number or loyalty number are the 
most common ways to administer the program/identify members.

Q. Who can join your company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program? 

MOST SMB LOYALTY PROGRAMS ARE OPEN 
TO ANYONE

6

Q. In which of the following ways is your company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program administered? Select all 
that apply 

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Anyone
79%

Only certain 
people

21%

Q. What qualifies someone for participation in your 
company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program?

The most common response was to qualify 
based on “Amount spent at our company” or 
“minimum purchase”.  Another common 
qualifier is to offer it based on the type of 
product/service used.  Others qualify based 
on length of relationship, specific locations, or 
other fairly unique situations.

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

24%

12%

14%

17%

26%

40%

Some other way
(specify)

Website login

Physical punch card

Mobile app

Loyalty number

Email or phone
number look up

Other mentions:
“Personal contact”
“Coupon book”
“Name”
“By customer identity (name, etc.)”
“We track in CRM”
“CRM identifies if they qualify”

Base: Loyalty Program Has Qualifications n=9
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About half of panelists who have loyalty programs in place base them on customer/client 
spending. One in four (26%) have frequency-based rewards. Special/excusive 
offers/discounts is by far the most utilized reward tactic among SMB survey takers. 

Q. Which of the following best describes how your company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program works for 
participants? Select all that apply  

LOYALTY/REWARDS PROGRAMS ARE MOST 
OFTEN BASED ON CUSTOMER SPENDING 

7

5%

29%

10%

17%

26%

48%

None of these

Other (specify)

Subscription-based (sign-up for
email/newsletter, receive x)

Point-based (take X action, get X points)

Frequency-based (visit X times, get X)

Spending-based (spend $X, get X)

A third of these (10% total) 
mentioned referrals drive 
rewards.  One indicated 
advertising recall (mention you 
heard a specific ad).  Other 
answers specified the perks 
received not the participation 
required. 

Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

Q. Which of the following benefits, if any, does your company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program include? Select 
all that apply  

10%

5%

12%

12%

14%

19%

19%

21%

21%

31%

57%

Other (specify)

Contests

Perks/discounts etc  at other businesses

Priority/faster service

Access to exclusive perks (e g , free wi-fi)

Private/special events

Birthday gift

Levels/tiers of benefits

Referral/affiliate bonuses/perks

Money back on purchases

Special/exclusive offers/discounts

Other mentions included 
referral bonuses, extra 
discounts, and holiday gifts

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42
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The most common ways to recruit new loyalty program members include telling them at 
point of purchase, promoting it on website/social media/via e-mail and word of mouth. 

Q. How do you get new members to join your company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program? Select all that apply  

LOYALTY PROMOTION TACTICS AND TIME 
SPENT MANAGING THE PROGRAM

8

5%

5%

14%

17%

36%

40%

48%

67%

Other (specify)

Webinars, trade/industry events

Events, fairs, festivals, booths

Advertise the program in paid media placements
(e g , print/TV/radio ads, paid SEM)

Automatically enroll them

By referral/word-of-mouth
(e g , non-employees telling their family/friends)

Promote the program via free methods
(e g , social media, email, website)

Tell them about it at check-out or point of purchase

Other mentions:
Personal contact in office
Signage outside/inside store

Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

Q. How much time would you say your company puts into managing and developing its loyalty, rewards, or engagement 
program?

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

52%

26%

7%
2%

10%
2%

< 5 hours 5 to 10 hours 11 to 20 hours 21 to 40 hours 40+ hours Don’t know

“We also occasionally offer a paid version, a 'bracelet 
subscription card' where the customer pre-pays for say, 
10 bracelets, at a reduced price and has a certain amount 
of time to redeem. This works well during 1st qtr and 
summer, when retail is typically sluggish, so we usually 
offer it (or a version of it) in Jan and then again in May.”

Additional Comments:

A majority of panelists with rewards programs in place devote less than 5 hours a month to 
managing it.

“CRM makes it easy.”

“We are less than one month into 
our loyalty program and are still 
'learning the ropes' so to speak.”
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Among survey takers, their rewards programs performed very well in terms of increasing 
customer satisfaction and reducing churn, plus it increased revenue/sales for two out of 
three (64% of) respondents. Growing membership has the most room for improvement.

Q. How well would you say your company’s loyalty, rewards, or engagement program has performed for each of the 
following metrics:

PROGRAMS PERFORM WELL, MAIN 
CHALLENGES CENTER AROUND GROWTH

9Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Q. What challenges, if any, has your company faced 
with its loyalty, rewards, or engagement program? 

Base: Has Loyalty Program, n=42

12%

14%

10%

12%

4%

7%

14%

19%

5%

12%

12%

24%

79%

67%

64%

45%

Increasing
[customers/clients]

satisfaction

Reducing churn /
losing fewer

[customers/clients]

Increasing
revenue/sales

Growing number of
[customers/clients]

Don’t know Poor/Fair Average Good/Excellent

Q. How have you overcome (or plan to overcome) 
those challenges?

26%

5%

8%

23%

38%

N/A-None

Getting more referrals

Time/Cost

Technology/Tracking/
Managing

Promoting/Getting
customers to join

28%

10%

13%

18%

31%

N/A-Not sure

Working on fixes

Better tracking method

Listen to customers

Improve promotion

Coded Open Ends n=39 Coded Open Ends n=39

Promoting/getting more customers or clients to sign up for a loyalty program is the top 
challenge, followed by tracking and managing the program.
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15%

8%

8%

9%

11%

13%

15%

17%

19%

20%

26%

Other (specify)

Don’t have enough customers to warrant it

Takes too much time to start

Too many industry regulations to deal with

Don’t know how to start

Will cost more than it’s worth

Have not thought about it

Other initiatives are more effective

Does not apply to my type of
business/industry

No trouble keeping customers

Don’t have anyone to manage it

Most panelists who do not have a loyalty program currently, have never had one. Some key 
obstacles include not having the staff/bandwidth to manage it, concern about the cost 
outweighing the benefits and not knowing how to set it up.

Q. Did your company EVER have a loyalty, rewards, or engagement program in the past? 

MANY SMBs LACK THE TIME/RESOURCES 
TO MANAGE A LOYALTY PROGRAM

10Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Base: No Loyalty Program, n=152

Q. What are the key reasons/barriers for NOT currently having a loyalty, rewards, or engagement program? Select 
all that apply  

Other mentions often 
indicated technology is an 
issue with current POS 
systems or other software 
issues that would require 
this to be a manual effort. 

Yes
9%

No
88%

Dont know
4% Among those who previously 

had a loyalty program, the top 
reasons for discontinuing it 
were lack of results and too 
time consuming to manage.  

Base: No Loyalty Program, n=152
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Among those who do not have a program in place, half (49%) are NOT interested in one, 
and the other half have some interest in exploring options in the next 3 years. 

Q. How interested is your company in starting a loyalty, rewards, or engagement program in the next 3 years? 

ABOUT HALF HAVE SOME INTEREST IN 
STARTING A LOYALTY PROGRAM 

11Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Base: No Loyalty Program, n=152

Q. Which of the following best describes where your 
company is in the process of creating a loyalty, 
rewards, or engagement program? Select one  

Base: No Loyalty Program AND Moderately, Very, or Extremely interested in having program, n=25

49%

35%

13%

1% 2%

Not at all
interested

Slightly interested Moderately
interested

Very interested Extremely
interested

4%

8%

20%

28%

40%

Don’t know

A plan is in progress

This is the first I’m 
thinking of them

Determined we need one,
but have no plan yet

In the beginning stages of
learning more

Q. Which of the following types of loyalty, rewards, 
or engagement program would your company be 
more likely to create? Select all that apply 

36%

12%

8%

12%

20%

44%

Don’t know

Other (specify)

Point-based (take X
action, get X points)

Subscription-based (sign-
up for email/newsletter,

receive x)

Frequency-based (visit X
times, get X)

Spending-based (spend
$X, get X)

51%

Among those who have definite interest in a loyalty program, most are in the early stages 
of learning more/starting to develop a plan. Spending-based is the most appealing 
approach.
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#

Retail Trade 38

Healthcare & Social Assistance 24

Services – Other 19

Information, Media or Adv 18

Construction / Contracting 16

Services - Prof. and Business 16

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation 13

Manufacturing 9

Finance and Insurance 8

Services - Educational 7

Real Estate, Rental, or Leasing 7

Other 20

Top Industries of Respondents

SURVEY PERIOD: 04/13/22 - 04/30/22 

195 Completed Surveys

Device Used
%

Mobile/Tablet 11%

Desktop 89%

SURVEY STATS 

Marketing Expertise
%

Novice 48%

Mid-Level 16%

Master 36%

4 Minutes
Median time to complete survey

%

South 33%

Midwest 28%

West 22%

Northeast 14%

Census Region 

12Source: April 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=195 

Location of 
Respondents

(darker bubble 
indicates more 
responses from that 
area)
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Base: Has Loyalty Program, willing to share answers  n=31 

What challenges, if any, has your company faced 

with its loyalty, rewards, or engagement program? 
How have you overcome (or plan to overcome) those challenges?

1 Many of our donors want to remain anonymous.
We don't think about it much, honestly. We've stopped actively recruiting for this 

program.

2 New customers not giving us referral information.
Remind customers through emails, placement on door hangers, looking for 

properties on the same street.

3

We had old punch program that customers were happy with.  

Went to text based and some didn't have cell phones. So we 

kept both options available to support both customers.  Some 

liked the old program better.

Yes, if customers want to be on the old program we just put them back on it.

4 Getting my sales staff to sign up new customers

Continue to push them to understand the benefits of return customers!! Maybe I 

should run a promotion of the person who gets the most new members gets a 

reward of some kind... 

5 expensive always look for ways to reduce costs

6 Just starting. Working on it daily.

7
Customer knowledge of the benefits. They often forget or 

don't follow through on completing the simple requirements.
Better messaging and reference material targeted to eligible customers.

8 Getting new guest that are not already members
Better advertising and letting the hotel sign up guest only at check in and during 

there stay

9 Customers not able to get their points in restaurant adding a scan code on receipts

10
We are working on acquiring new customers for a new brand 

we created.

We are going to offer an affiliate program and plan to use social media and 

influencers.

11 SETTING  THE  AMOUNT  YEARLY GUESS WORK !~!!

12 none the program is very easy to manage no issues 

13
When people drop off the list due to lack of play and get 

angry. Or they're convinced there's a mistake.

We'll personably appease some on a case by case order. Often times we'll break 

the rules and give them what they're asking for (or a little less) and tell them we 

need their spending or visits to become more frequent if they'd like to continue.

14 verify eligibility for reward better record-keeping

15
We're starting it out from scratch so we make educated 

guesses and will see how it resonates (or not)
Just launched so not a lot of information for this one.

16 Picking the right rewards Dialog with customers

17

None!  Our loyalty program is only eligible for homeowners 

who listen to our weekly radio show or hear my ads on the 

radio.  If they mention they listen to me on the radio, then we 

automatically give them discounts, rewards with lower price 

points!

People buy from people they like and have a great reputation!!  We hit all of those 

standards very easily!!

18 Customers not wanting to pay to get the benefits Register shows how much customer would have saved had they joined the club

19
Finding time to manage the program as well as incentives that 

are positive to the customers.

Never falling behind on talking about the program but keeping up to date on what is 

asked by the consumer. 

20
just getting people to engage. Some are nearly anal about it, 

but most are not.

So, one of the things we offer is a frequent earring card. the customer gets a punch 

each time they buy a pair of earrings and when they fill the card (10 pair purchased, 

over a non-specified time), they get a free pair. So when we run a jewelry promo for 

say, Mother's Day/ graduation/ prom/etc. we really push that the card is even valid 

for items purchased on sale. They like to feel as if they're getting the free pair 

faster/cheaper.

21 software problems ???

22 Tracking sales learning more about the software

23
Small customer pool, growing smaller (deaths, relocations, 

reduced travel)
Increase travel, attract younger clients, increase event attendance

24 Not 100% successful Advertise it better

25 Confusion on certain promotions
Face to face Explanations in the store and making the customer happy by giving 

them the deal even when qualifications have not been met

27
We've had difficulty getting our front-end staff excited about it 

enough to promote it during the sale. 

Educate more and show proof that if we do this we will see an increase in better, 

more profitable customers. 

28 None in running.  The hard part was figuring out what to do
I developed software and now do loyalty and rewards programs for others as a side 

hustle

29 Efficiency Data Analytics

30

The current supply chain issues have forced us to raise prices 

on some of our products, and have caused delays on many of 

our services.

Informing current and new clients well in advance of the issues we are currently 

facing.

31
Sometimes monetary rewards aren't a motivation.  Trips we 

planned to gift got halted again due to covid
Take time to understand what your highest value customers feel is a reward


